
The curious case of J1022+1001 
Or

How I learned to stop worrying and 
love MSP profile instabilities



The Pledge 
- Discovered in the Arecibo declination strip survey 

by Camilo et al. in 1996
- 21 new pulsars discovered; 2 new MSPs 

including J1022+1001
- Unusual profile shape changes noticed in first few 

months of follow up.. Timescale of minutes
- Mass of companion > 0.73 solar masses
- IMBP; Mostly a CO WD





Optical counterpart discovered! (Lundgren et al. 1996)

Discovered with HST; Mass of companion is 0.87 
solar masses 



Profile highly unstable ! 
(Kramer et al. 1998)

- Profile changes across 
long time scales unlike 
moding

- Specific parts of profile 
vary ; implies intrinsic 
variability



- Linear Polarization 
stable but circular 
polarization changes 
sense

- PA swing mostly S 
shaped; But has a 
notch!



- Profile changes 
across 
frequency too. 
Order of every 
8 MHZ



- Gaussian components fit to profile. 5 in number. Trailing 
component observed to be more stable than leading.

-  Each component relates to a particular polarization 
feature

- Timing residuals despite fitting : 15-20 microseconds
- Proper motion measured : 50 km/s
-  DM distance : 600 kpc
- Possibly magnetosphere effects?



Magnetospheric return currents: Ramachandran & Kramer 2003

- Observed with Westerbork ; 
thus no effect of parallactic 
angle on polarization calibration

- Reinstated what Kramer et al. 
1998 found w.r.t profile changes 
in frequency and time.

- No particular characteristic 
frequency and time scale of 
variations found. 



2 possible explanations for PA ‘jumps’.

1) 2 polarisation emission 
modes; 2 different 
emission heights. 

2) Polar cap current flows 
which shift PA upwards. 
Hibschman & Arons 2001



The Turn 
        J1022+1001 has no unusual behaviour whatsoever:

                                       Hotan et al. 2004
xsProfile stable with   
time:

New technique of 
flux normalisation 
and differencing 
amplitudes showed 
white noise like 
behaviour



Some other turns...

- It’s a great timer; RMS of 
2.27 microseconds. 

- Parallax distance off from 
DM distance by half (300 
pc)

- No characteristic BW 
dependence for profile 
variation. 



- Constrain on inclination 
angle through Shapiro 
delay contour map.

- 37 < i <56 
- Mass of WD > 0.9 solar 

masses
- Xdot measured



The Prestige

Single pulse studies of J1022+1001 - Liu et al. 2015

- 14000 subpulses seen in 35 hour long observation time. 
Most seen in trailing component.

- The occurence is correlated. Trailing component as 
preferred pulse width.

- 700 ns upper limit on jitter
- Polarization calibration cannot be sole reason for 

instability. 



VLBI Measurements

Deller et al. 2016

- VLBI Measurement yields distance of approx. 700 pc.
- Shows that Timing model not perfect; possibly for not 

incorporating solar wind.
- Many parameters better constrained (Show tables in 

paper)


